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Unmixed spinel in chromitite from the Iwanai-dake peridotite complex, Hokkaido, Japan:
A reaction between peridotite and highly oxidized magma in the mantle wedge
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ABSTRACT
2+

3+

Spinel [(Mg, Fe )(Cr, Al, Fe )2O4] with an inhomogeneous texture was observed in a chromitite
section from the Iwanai-dake complex, Hokkaido, Japan, which mainly consists of highly depleted
Alpine-type peridotite. The inhomogeneous spinel identiÞed under reßected-light microscopy has
speckled and symplectic textures in the chromitite layer adjacent to dunite. On the other hand, spinel
in the surrounding dunite and harzburgite is homogeneous. The inhomogeneous spinel comprises two
different phases: an MgAl-rich spinel and an Fe-rich spinel with wide variation of Cr content. The
compositional relationships of contiguous phases correspond to the solvus at 600 °C, which suggest
that the inhomogeneous spinel was formed by an unmixing process due to the miscibility gap between Al-rich and Fe3+-rich phases. The original spinel composition in the chromitite layer, estimated
from bulk spinel composition, is intermediate between magnesioferrite (MgFe3+
2 O4) and magnetite
3+
(Fe2+Fe3+
O
).
Such
an
Fe
-rich
spinel
composition
indicates
that
the
chromitite
was formed under
2
4
highly oxidized conditions at magmatic temperatures. A highly oxidized hydrous silicate melt, such
as minette or absarokite, generated by melting of hydrous mantle, possibly reacted with peridotite in
the mantle wedge and crystallized the Fe3+-rich spinel.

INTRODUCTION
2+

GEOLOGY AND PETROLOGY OF THE IWANAI-DAKE
PERIDOTITE COMPLEX

3+

Spinel, (Mg, Fe )(Cr, Al, Fe )2O4, is especially useful as a
petrogenetic indicator for ultramaÞc and maÞc rocks because
its composition is sensitive to changes in temperature, pressure,
oxygen fugacity, bulk rock, and ßuid compositions (e.g., Irvine
1965). For upper-mantle-derived peridotites, the spinel composition may indicate the degree of partial melting and has been
used as a guide to classify peridotites in terms of tectonic setting
(e.g., Dick and Bullen 1984; Arai 1994). Although extensive solid
solution exists in spinel-group minerals at high temperatures,
such as upper mantle conditions, miscibility gaps are recognized at lower temperatures such as greenschist-, amphibolite-,
or granulite-facies conditions (e.g., Loferski and Lipin 1983).
Experimental and thermodynamic studies have shown a solvus
within Al- and Fe3+ spinel (Turnock and Eugster 1962; Sack and
Ghiorso 1991). Spinels commonly develop exsolution textures
as described from metamorphosed ultramaÞc and maÞc rocks
(Muir and Naldrett 1973; Loferski and Lipin 1983; Eales et al.
1988; Zakrezewski 1989; Burkhard 1993).
We describe textural and compositional characteristics of
inhomogeneous spinel in chromitite from a mantle-derived peridotite within the Iwanai-dake peridotite complex in Hokkaido,
northern Japan. We also discuss the mechanism for the formation of inhomogeneous spinel and chromitite. In this manuscript,
“spinel” refers to a spinel-group mineral generally expressed as
(Mg, Fe2+)(Cr, Al, Fe3+)2 O4 (e.g., Haggerty 1991b). “Chromitite”
refers to the rock rich in “spinel” (>20% modal proportion) as
deÞned above.

The Iwanai-dake peridotite complex is located in the southern
part of the Kamuikotan zone in a tectonic melange, which consists
of peridotites and high- and low- pressure metamorphic rocks
(Miyashiro 1961; Ishizuka et al. 1983). UltramaÞc rocks, serpentinized to various degrees, characterize the Kamuikotan zone
(Fig. 1), and some of them are considered to be the basal mantle
member of an ophiolite complex (e.g., Asahina and Komatsu 1979;
Ishizuka 1980; Ishizuka et al. 1983). The Iwanai-dake complex
(approximately 2 km × 0.5 km in area) is exposed around Mt.
Iwanai-dake (964 m). The peridotite is well-exposed at a large
quarry in the center of the Iwanai-dake complex. The complex is
mainly composed of spinel harzburgite and dunite with a small
amount of pyroxenite (orthopyroxenite or olivine-orthopyroxenite)
and chromitite. The peridotites are nearly free of serpentinization
(Arai 1978; Katoh 1978; Niida and Katoh 1978). Dunite commonly forms tabular layers or veins that range in thickness from
10 cm to 10 m within massive harzburgite (e.g., Tamura et al.
1999; Kubo 2002). Layers or veins of pyroxenite and chromitite
are associated with dunite in places. The harzburgite and dunite
have strong deformed textures with kink-banded olivine, such
as the protogranular and porphyroclastic textures of Mercier and
Nicolas (1975). The compositional variations of olivine and spinel
in peridotite and chromitite are illustrated in Figure 2. The Iwanai-dake peridotite is characteristically depleted in incompatible
elements and is closer in mineral chemistry to forearc peridotites
rather than to abyssal peridotites (Fig. 2).
Chromitite
The studied rocks were obtained from a chromitite layer and
surrounding peridotites at the eastern part of the quarry (outcrop
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